**Events:**

### Social Science Alumni Panel

March 4

### Macricostas Entrepreneur of the Year (2020)

March 25

### Climate Change Lecture(s)

March 24 & 31

---

**Faculty News:**

Dr. Chriss Kukk gave a talk at TEDxNashville in November 2019 about compassion and why we should be compassionate with everything that we do. Check out his talk, “Why We Need to Make Compassion a Verb Again”, at the link provided ([https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odDr0jQ2T3k](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odDr0jQ2T3k)).

---

**Student News:**

Seventeen meteorology students, along with Dr. Albert Owino, attended the 100th Annual American Meteorological Society (AMS) meeting in Boston, Massachusetts from January 11th to 16th, 2020. One student, Joseph Burzdak, presented a poster at the conference Traffic Fatalities in Winter: An Evaluation of Weather Regimes and NWS Guidance During Killer Storms. This research was a part of the Research Experience for Undergraduates work that Joseph did during his summer internship at the National Weather Center in Norman, Oklahoma last summer.

---

**Deadlines:**

**SURF Research Application Deadline**

March 10

---

Ruth Quattro, Editor & Publisher
Send submissions to msasdean@wcsu.edu
Recently in MSAS:

Zine Day which took place on February 1th was a great success

Thanks to all how participated!

A Zine, “pronounced zeen – derived from magazine – is an independently- or self-published booklet, often created by a single person. Zines are customarily created by physically cutting and glue text and images together onto a master flat for photocopying, but it is also common to produce the master by typing and formatting pages on a computer. The end product is usually folded and stapled. Zines can be printed and bound in any manner. Offset printing is a relatively common alternative to photocopying, though there is some controversy among zine writers as to whether professionally printed products may be defined as zines.” (http://zinelibraries.info/events/zinelibraryday/)